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Abstract
The paper introduces an OpenMP implementation of pipelined Parareal and compares it to a standard MPI-based
implementation. Both versions yield essentially identical runtimes, but, depending on the compiler, the OpenMP
variant consumes about 7% less energy. However, its key advantage is a significantly smaller memory footprint. The
higher implementation complexity, including manual control of locks, might make it difficult to use in legacy codes,
though.
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1. Introduction
Computational science faces a variety of challenges stemming from the massive increase in parallelism in state-
of-the-art high-performance computing systems: projections suggest that exascale machines will require 100-million
way concurrency [1]. This development mandates rethinking algorithms with respect to concurrency, fault-tolerance
and energy efficiency but also the development of new and inherently parallel numerical methods. As a novel direction
for the parallelisation of the solution of initial value problems, parallel-in-time (or time-parallel) integration schemes
are attracting a quickly growing amount of attention [2]. One widely studied and used parallel-in-time method is
Parareal [3], but other methods are frequently being introduced: RIDC [4], PFASST [5], MGRIT [6] or a DG-
based time multi-grid method [7]. Parareal is based on ideas from multiple shooting for boundary value problems,
which have been adopted for the time dimension [8, 9]. It has been applied problems from finance [10] over plasma
physics [11] to fluid flow [12] and neutron kinetics [13]. The principle efficacy of parallelisation-in-time for extreme-
scale parallel computations has been demonstrated [14] and recently the first software packages have also started to
emerge.
Parareal’s iterates between an expensive fine integrator run in parallel and a cheap coarse method which runs
in serial and propagates corrections forward in time. While the unavoidable serial part limits parallel efficiency
according to Amdahl’s law, some improvements are possible by using a so-called pipelined implementation [15, 16].
Pipelining reduces the effective cost of the serial correction step in Parareal and therefore improves speedup. Even
more optimisation is possible by using an event-based approach [17], but this requires a suitable execution framework
that is not available on all machines. In contrast, pipelining comes naturally when implementing Parareal in MPI.
It is, however, not straightforward in OpenMP and so far no shared memory version of Parareal with pipelining has
been described. Studies therefore use almost exclusively MPI to implement Parareal and the very few using OpenMP
implementations of Parareal use only the non-pipelined version [18, 19]. However, using shared memory can have
advantages, since it avoids e.g. the need to allocate buffers for message passing. The disadvantage is that naturally
OpenMP is limited to a shared memory unit, typically a single compute node. Since Parareal’s convergence tends
to deteriorate of too many parallel time slices are computed [20] and given the trend to compute nodes with large
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numbers of cores, shared memory implementations might nevertheless be an attractive choice - as long as the benefit
from pipelining does not have to be relinquished.
This paper introduces an OpenMP-based version of pipelined Parareal and compares it to a standard MPI-based
implementation. For the comparison, a special-purpose Fortran code is used [21], which is freely available under a
BSD license. The code is deliberately designed to not use external libraries other than MPI and OpenMP to avoid
interference and facilitate rerunning the benchmarks on other architectures: since it only requires an MPI fortran
compiler built with thread support, it can be compiled and run on almost any platform.
2. The method: Parareal
The starting point for Parareal is an initial value problem of the form
q˙ = f(q(t), t), q(0) = q0, t ∈ (0,T ], (1)
which, in the numerical examples below, arises from the spatial discretisation of a PDE (”method-of-lines”) with
q ∈ RNdof being a vector containing all degrees-of-freedom. Let Fδt denote a numerical procedure for the approximate
solution of (1), for example a Runge-Kutta method. Denote further by
q = Fδt (q˜, t2, t1) (2)
the result of approximately integrating (1) forward in time from some starting value1 q˜ at a time t1 to a time t2 > t1
using Fδt. That is,
q = Fδt(q0,T, 0) (3)
would indicate sequentially solving the full initial value problem in serial using the time stepper denoted by Fδt. In or-
der to parallelise the numerical integration of (1), Parareal and other so-called parallel-across-the-steps methods [22]
introduce a decomposition of the time interval [0,T ] into time-slices [tp, tp+1], p = 0, . . . , P−1 where P is the number
of cores, equal to the number of processes or threads, to be used in time. In the implementations sketched in Section 3,
time slice [tp, tp+1] is assigned to the core running either thread number p (in the OpenMP variant) or the process with
rank p (in the MPI version). For simplicity, assume here that all time slices have the same length and that the whole
interval [0,T ] is covered with a single set of time slices - otherwise, some form of restarting or moving window [23]
has to be used.
Introduce now a second time integrator denoted G∆t, which has to be much cheaper to compute but can also be
much less accurate (commonly referred to as the ”coarse propagator”). Typically, a lower order method with a larger
time step is used here, but a lower order spatial discretisation can be used as well. Using fewer degrees of freedom
on the coarse level is also possible, but necessitates the introduction of suitable transfer operators (interpolation and
restriction) and can degrade convergence. Parareal starts off with a prediction step, computing a rough guess of the
starting value q0p at the beginning of each time slice by
q0p = G∆t(q0, tp, 0), p = 0, . . . , P − 1. (4)
Here, subscript p indicates an approximation of the solution at time tp. These approximate starting values are used to
start the following iteration, run concurrently on each time slice,
qkp+1 = G∆t(qkp, tp+1, tp) + Fδt(qk−1p , tp+1, tp) − G∆t(qk−1p , tp+1, tp), p = 0, . . . , P − 1, k = 1, . . . ,K. (5)
As k increases, this iteration converges at the endpoints of the slices to the same solution provided by (3), that is
qkp → Fδt(q0, tp, 0) for p = 0, . . . , P. Because the computationally expensive evaluation of the fine propagator (referred
to as the fine integrator step in Section 3) can be parallelised across time slices, iteration (5) can run in less wall clock
time than the direct time-serial integration (3) – provided the coarse method is cheap enough and the number of
required iterations K is small. Computation of the fine values is followed by the correction step: the updated value
1Here, the prescribed value q0 at t = 0 is referred to as initial value, while the value qp the beginning of a time slice is called starting value.
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Figure 1: Execution diagram for Parareal without (left) and with (right) pipelining. Red blocks correspond to cf, the
time needed to run the fine integrator Fδt over one time slice [tp, tp+1] while blue blocks correspond to cc, the time
required by the coarse method G∆t. Pipelining allows to hide some of the cost of the coarse method. While it comes
naturally when using MPI to implement Parareal (there, Thread would refer to a Process), using simple loop-based
parallelism with OpenMP results in the non-pipelined version shown on the left. A pipelined OpenMP Parareal is
introduced in Section 3.
qkp from the previous time slice is obtained, the coarse integrator is applied to it and (5) is evaluated to obtain qkp+1
which is then used to correct the value on the next time slice and so on. Note that, in contrast to the fine integrator,
the correction step has to be performed in correct order, going step by step from the first time slice to the last. Also,
when using a distributed memory parallelisation, the value qkp, required in (5) to compute G∆t(qkp, tp+1, tp), has to be
communicated from the process handling time slice [tp−1, tp] to the one handling [tp, tp+1].
2.1. Performance model
The expected performance of Parareal, referred to here as projected speedup, can be described by a simple theoret-
ical model [16]. Here, the model is briefly repeated to more clearly illustrate the effect and importance of pipelining
Parareal, see Subsection 2.2. It is also used as a baseline to compare against the measured speedups reported in
Section 4.
Denote, as above, by P the number of cores in time, equal to the number of time slices. Further, denote by cc
the cost of integrating over one time slice using G∆t and by cf the cost when using Fδt. Because all time slices are
assumed to consist of the same number of steps and an explicit method is used here, it can be assumed that cf and cc
are identical for all time slices. This does not necessarily hold for an implicit method where differences in the number
of iterations required by the nonlinear solver to converge can introduce load imbalances. A simple theoretical model
for the speedup of Parareal using K iterations against running the fine method in serial now reads
snp(P) =
Pcf
(1 + K) Pcc + Kcf
=
1
(1 + K) cccf +
K
P
. (6)
Equation (6) illustrates the necessity for a cheap coarse method to minimise the ratio cc/cf while still guaranteeing
rapid convergence to minimise the terms K/P and 1 + K.
2.2. Pipelining Parareal
It has been pointed out that a proper implementation of Parareal allows to hide some of the cost of the coarse
propagator and the name pipelining has been coined for this approach [16]. Figure 1 sketches the execution diagrams
of both a non-pipelined (left) and pipelined (right) implementation for four time slices. As can be seen, pipelining
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reduces the effective cost of the coarse correction step in each iteration from P × cc to cc – but note that the initial
prediction step still has cost P × cc as before. For pipelined Parareal, estimate (6) changes to
sp(P) =
Pcf
Pcc + Kcc + Kcf
=
1(
1 + KP
)
cc
cf
+ KP
. (7)
Because K/P  K, the pipelined version allows for better speedup, that is snp(P) ≤ sp(P). However, because
pipelining only hides cost from the coarse integrator, the effect is smaller when the coarse method is very cheap and
cc/cs  1. In that case, the term K/P dominates the estimate which is not affected by pipelining.
3. PararealF90: Pipelined Parareal in MPI and OpenMP
The code used here for benchmarking is written in Fortran 90 and available under an open-source BSD license [21].
It is special-purpose and tailored to solve a single benchmark problem, 3D Burgers’ equation
ut + u · ∇u = ν∆u (8)
on [0, 1]3 ⊂ R3 with periodic boundary conditions. While this a rather specific setup, finite difference stencils are
a widely used motif in computational science: even though specifics and runtimes will be different if more complex
problems are solved, the general concepts are used in complex application codes, e.g. by means of domain specific
embedded languages (DSEL) [24] and the possibility to use Parareal with such a DSEL has been shown [25]. Thus,
conclusions in terms of performance of different implementations of Parareal can be generalised to some extent, in
particular because the Parareal routines only operate on linear arrays and do not see any specifics of the underlying time
steppers or spatial discretisation. By exchanging the modules implementing the spatial discretisation, PararealF90
could be used to solve and benchmark different equations using stencil-based discretisations.
The time integration module provides two different methods, a strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta method
(RK3-SSP) [26] and a first order forward Euler. The module for the spatial discretisation provides a fifth order WENO
finite difference discretisation [26] and a simple first order upwind stencil for the advection term as well as a second
and fourth order centred stencil for the diffusive term. Two modules provide the different implementations of Parareal,
either using MPI as described in Subsection 3.1 or OpenMP as introduced in Subsection 3.2.
For G∆t, the forward Euler with upwind and second order centred stencils is used, while Fδt uses the RK3-
SSP integrator, a 5th order WENO for advection and a fourth order centred stencil for diffusion. Note that both
implementations of Parareal use the same modules to provide the coarse and fine integrator and spatial discretisation.
Since all three versions rely on the same implementation for the actual integrators and spatial discretisation, differences
in performance should therefore solely emerge from the different Parareal routines wrapped around the compute
routines. To run coarse and fine serial reference simulations, driver functions are used that directly call the same time
stepper routines that are used within Parareal with the same configurations.
The code also comes with a test harness: in particular, the tests guarantee that all three implementations of Parareal
produce results that are identical up to a tolerance of ε = 10−14 and thus essentially to round-off error. To detect
possible race conditions, the comparison test can be performed multiple times: up to 100 instances of the test were run
and passed on both used architectures described in Subsection 4.1. The tests also use various randomised parameters
(randomised in a small range to avoid too large problems with very long runtimes): diffusion parameter ν, number
of time slices and processors P, number of finite difference nodes N (each direction has a different value in the tests)
and number of fine and coarse steps per time slice. Furthermore, both implementations of Parareal use three auxiliary
buffers per time-slice: q to store the fine value and for communication, δq to store the difference Fδt(q)−G∆t(q) needed
in the correction step and qc to store the coarse value from the previous iteration. It seems that without introducing
additional communication, three copies per time slice is the minimum storage required for Parareal.
Both used systems have nodes with two multi-core CPUs, see the description in Subsection 4.1. For the OpenMP
version to be efficient, it has take care not only of thread safety but also take into account non-uniform memory
access (NUMA): fetching data from memory associated with the other CPU requires communication through the
intra-node interconnect and incurs overhead. Thus, in PararealF90, solution buffers are extended by one dimension,
e.g. Q(i,j,k,p), where i, j, k refer to the three spatial coordinates and p to the thread number. In the discussion
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Algorithm 1: Parareal using MPI
input: Initial value q0; number of iterations K
1.1 q← q0
1.2 p = MPI COMM RANK()
1.3 q← G∆t(q, tp, 0)
1.4 qc ← G∆t(q, tp+1, tp)
1.5 for k = 1,K do
1.6 q← Fδt(q, tp+1, tp)
1.7 δq← q − qc
1.8 if Process not first then
1.9 MPI RECV(q, source = p − 1)
1.10 end
1.11 else
1.12 q← q0
1.13 end
1.14 qc ← G∆t(q, tp+1, tp)
1.15 q← qc + δq
1.16 if Process not last then
1.17 MPI SEND(q, target = p + 1)
1.18 end
1.19 end
below, the first three dimensions are omitted and the buffer corresponding to thread p is indicated simply by Q(p).
By using first touch initialisation, each thread ensures its respective part of the solution data is allocated locally. This
strategy provides thread safety, as long as each thread is only accessing its own part of the buffers, as well as data
affinity.
3.1. Parareal in MPI
The implementation of Parareal with MPI is straightforward and has been illustrated before [25]. However, it is
repeated here for the sake of completeness and sketched in Algorithm 1.
• Prediction phase: lines 1.3 and 1.4. Every process generates its own coarse starting value q0p = G∆t(q0, tp, 0)
and computes G∆t(q0p, tp+1, tp) for use in the correction. Later processes have to perform more time steps and
thus take longer to complete the prediction phase, leading to the pipelined execution model sketched in Figure 1,
since no global synchronisation points exist.
• Fine integrator: lines 1.6 and 1.7. Each process computes the fine value Fδt(qkp, tp+1, tp) in line 1.6 and, in
order to free the buffer q for reuse in the receive, computes the difference δq := Fδt(qkp, tp+1, tp)−G∆t(qkp, tp+1, tp)
between coarse and fine value in line 1.7 and stores it in δq.
• Update phase: lines 1.8–1.18. To receive the updated value from the previous time slice, every process but the
first posts an MPI RECV. The first process simply copies the initial value q0 into the buffer q instead. After the
receive is completed, the coarse value G∆t(qk+1p , tp+1, tp) of the new starting value is computed and the updated
end value qk+1p+1 = G∆t(qk+1p , tp+1, tp) + δq is computed and send to the process handling the following time slice
using MPI SEND.
Note how this implementation naturally features pipelining as sketched in Figure 1 (right). In order to obtain the
non-pipelined execution flow sketched in Figure 1 (left), MPI BARRIER directives would have to be added artificially
after the prediction step, that is after line 1.4, and before the correction, that is before line 1.8. Parareal without
pipelining in MPI would therefore be more complex and deliver reduced performance, so that this strategy seems
rather senseless. Previous benchmarks did not show a significant difference between blocking and non-blocking
communication [25] and for the sake of simplicity, blocking communication is used here.
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Algorithm 2: Parareal with pipelining using OpenMP
input: Initial value q0; number of iterations K
2.1 q(0)← q0
2.2 OMP PARALLEL
2.3 N = OMP GET MAX THREADS()
2.4 OMP DO
2.5 for p = 0,N − 1 do
2.6 q(p)← q(0)
2.7 if Thread not first then
2.8 q(p)← G(q(p), tp, 0)
2.9 end
2.10 gc(p)← G(q(p), tp+1, tp)
2.11 end
2.12 OMP END DO NOWAIT
2.13 for k = 1,K do
2.14 OMP DO ORDERED
2.15 for p = 0,N − 1 do
2.16 OMP SET LOCK(p)
2.17 q(p)← Fδt(q(p), tp+1, tp)
2.18 δq(p)← q(p) − qc(p)
2.19 OMP UNSET LOCK(p)
2.20 OMP ORDERERD
2.21 if Thread is first then
2.22 OMP SET LOCK(0)
2.23 q(0)← q0
2.24 OMP UNSET LOCK(0)
2.25 end
2.26 qc(p)← G∆t(q(p), tp+1, tp)
2.27 if Thread not last then
2.28 OMP SET LOCK(p+1)
2.29 q(p + 1)← qc(p) + δq(p)
2.30 OMP UNSET LOCK(p+1)
2.31 end
2.32 OMP END ORDERED
2.33 end
2.34 OMP END DO NOWAIT
2.35 end
2.36 OMP END PARALLEL
3.2. Parareal in OpenMp
The implementation of Parareal with pipelining in OpenMP introduced here is sketched in Algorithm 2. To imple-
ment pipelined Parareal with OpenMP, essentially the whole algorithm is enclosed in one parallel region: threads are
spawned by the OMP PARALLEL directive in line 2.2 and terminated by OMP END PARALLEL in line 2.36. Because this
version requires manual synchronisation, a number of OpenMP locks is created using OMP INIT LOCK (not shown),
one for each thread. During the fine integrator and update step, these locks are set and unset using OMP SET LOCK and
OMP UNSET LOCK to protect buffers during writes and avoid race conditions.
• Prediction step: lines 2.4–2.12. Just as in the MPI example, each thread is computing its own coarse prediction
of its starting value q0p in a parallelised loop. The coarse value G∆t(q0p, tp+1, tp) is also computed and stored for
use in the first iteration. The later the time slice (indicated by a higher thread number p), the more steps the
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thread must compute and thus the larger its workload. Therefore, at the end of the coarse prediction loop, the
NOWAIT clause is required to avoid implicit synchronisation and enable pipelining. 2
• Parareal iteration: lines 2.13–2.35. Here, both the fine integrator and update step are performed inside a single
loop over all time slices, parallelised by OMP DO directives. Because parts of the loop (the update step) have
to be executed in serialised order, the ORDERERD directive has to be used in line 2.14. Again, to avoid implicit
synchronisation at the end of the loop, the NOWAIT clause is required in line 2.34.
– Fine integrator: lines 2.16–2.19. Before the fine integrator is executed, an OMP LOCK is set to indicate
that the thread will start writing into buffer q(p). Because thread p − 1 accesses this buffer in its update
step, locks are necessary to prevent race conditions and incorrect solutions. After the lock is set, the thread
proceeds with the computation of Fδt(qkp, tp+1, tp) and computation of the difference between coarse and
fine value δq. Then, since q(p) is now up to date and δq ready, the lock can be released.
– Update step: lines 2.20–2.32. The update step has to be performed in proper order, from first to last
time slice. Therefore, it is enclosed in ORDERED directives, indicating that this part of the loop is to be
executed in serial order. Then, as in the two other versions, the update step is initialised with qk+10 = q0.
For every time slice, the coarse value of the updated initial guess is computed and the update performed.
The updated end value is written into buffer q(p + 1) to serve as the new starting value for the following
time slice. However, to prevent thread p from writing into q(p + 1) while thread p + 1 is still running the
fine integrator, thread p sets OMP LOCK number p + 1 while performing the update.
This implements a pipelined Parareal in OpenMP and achieves runtimes that are essentially identical to the one
provided by the MPI version. The necessity to manually control synchronisation between threads, however, makes it
more complex. As shown in Section 4, it can outperform the MPI implementation in terms of memory requirements
and energy consumption.
4. Numerical results
In this section, the OpenMP and MPI implementation are compared with respect to runtime in Subsection 4.2,
memory footprint in Subsection 4.3 and energy consumption in Subsection 4.4. The parameters for the simulation
are a viscosity parameter of ν = 0.02 and a spatial discretisation on both levels with Nx = Ny = Nz = 40 grid points
in every direction. The simulation is run until T = 1.0 with a coarse time step of ∆t = 1/192 and a fine step of
δt = 1/240. Because of the quite high computational cost of the WENO-5 method in comparison to a cheap first
order upwind scheme and the fact that RK3SSP needs three evaluations of the right hand side per step while the Euler
method needs only one, the coarse propagator is about a factor of forty faster, despite the fact that the coarse step is
only a factor of 1.25 larger than the fine.
To fix the number of iterations to a meaningful value which guarantees comparable accuracy from Parareal and
serial fine integrator, we estimate the discretisation error of Fδt by comparing against a reference solution with time
step δt/10. This gives estimates for the fine relative error at T = 1 of about efine ≈ 5.9 × 10−5 and for the coarse
error of about ecoarse ≈ 7.3 × 10−2. For P = 24 time slices, after three iterations, the defect between Parareal and the
fine solution is approximately 1.4 × 10−4, after four iterations 1.5 × 10−5. We therefore fix the number of iterations to
K = 4 so that for all values of P Parareal produces a solution with the same accuracy as the fine integrator.
4.1. Hardware
Benchmarks are run on a single node of two different systems, respectively. The first one is cub, a commodity
Linux cluster at the Institute of Computational Science in Lugano, consisting of 3x14 IBM Blade nodes. Each node
has two quad-core Opteron (Barcelona) CPUs, for a total of 8 cores per node, and 16 GigaByte main memory. Nodes
2Note that the prediction step could be implemented without a loop, by just using the thread number. However, within the Parareal iteration the
ORDERED directive is required to guarantee a serialised execution of the update step and this directive is only available as part of a parallelised loop.
Therefore, to keep the code consistent, the prediction step is also written as a parallel loop.
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Figure 2: Five run averages of runtime with relative standard deviation below 0.01 on dora (2a) and 0.025 on cub
(2b).
are connected through an Infiniband interconnect. The used MPI implementation is OpenMPI-1.4.23, compiled with
GCC-4.5.04 with flags -O3 for maximum optimisation and -fopenmp to enable OpenMP. Note that, as the code is
stand alone, no external libraries have to be linked.
The second system is Piz Dora at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre.5 Dora is a Cray XC40 with a total
of 1, 256 compute nodes. Each node contains two 12-core Intel Haswell CPUs and has 64 or 128 GigaByte of RAM
and nodes are connected through a Cray Aries interconnect, using a dragonfly network topology. Two compilers are
tested, the GCC-4.9.2 and the Cray Fortan compiler version 8.3.12. Both use the MPICH MPI library version 7.2.2.
As on cub, compiler flags -O3 and -fopenmp (GCC) or omp (Cray compiler) are used. Performance data for each
completed job is generated using the Cray Resource Utilisation Reporting tool RUR [27]. RUR collects compute node
statistics before and after each job and provides data on user and system time, maximum memory used, amount of I/O
operations, consumed energy and other metrics. However, it only collects data for a full node and not for individual
CPUs or cores.
4.2. Wall clock time and speedup
At first, runtime and speedup compared to the serial execution of the fine integrator are assessed. On both Cub and
Dora, for each variant of Parareal and each value of P, five runs are performed and the average runtime is reported
here. Measured runtimes are quite stable across different runs: the largest relative standard deviation of all performed
five-run ensembles is smaller than 0.025 on cub and smaller than 0.01 on dora. Therefore, plots show only the average
values without error bars, because those are hardly recognisable and clutter the figure.
Figure 2 shows runtimes in seconds depending on the number of cores on Dora (left) and cub (right). For Dora,
only results from the Cray compiler are shown, which tends to generate slightly faster code than the GCC. The runtime
of the serial fine integrator is indicated by a horizontal black line. Note that the y axis is scaled logarithmically, so
the distance from 5 to 10 seconds is the same as from 10 to 20. Because the more modern CPUs on dora are faster,
runtimes are generally smaller on dora than on cub. For P = 8, for example, Parareal runtimes on cub are around
10 seconds but only around 7 seconds on dora. Both versions give almost identical performance: on both dora and
cub, OpenMP is marginally faster than the MPI version.
In addition, Figure 3 shows the speedup relative to the fine integrator run serially. Both versions fall short of the
theoretically possible speedup indicated by the black line, but differences between MPI and OpenMP are small. As far
3http://www.open-mpi.org/
4https://gcc.gnu.org/
5Detailed specification can be found here http://www.cscs.ch/computers/piz_daint/index.html
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Figure 3: Speedup computed from average runtimes shown in Figure 2 on dora (3a) and cub (3b).
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(b) Cray compiler
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Figure 4: Maximum memory allocated in MegaByte for GCC (4a) and Cray compiler (4b) for the three different
versions of Parareal depending on the number of used cores P. The black line indicates expected memory consumption
computed as number of cores time memory footprint of serial fine integrator.
as runtimes and speedup are concerned, there is no indication that using the more complex OpenMP version provides
benefits.
4.3. Memory footprint
The memory footprint of the code is measured only on dora where RUR is available. In contrast to runtime and
energy, the memory footprint, as expected, does not vary between runs. Therefore Figure 4 shows a visualisation of
the data from a single run with no averaging. The bars indicate the maximum required memory in MegaByte (MB)
while the black line indicates the expected memory consumption using P cores computed as
m(P) = P × mserial (9)
where mserial is the value measured for a reference run of the fine integrator. Because copies of the solution have to
be stored for every time slice, the total memory required for Parareal can be expected to increase linearly with the
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Figure 5: Energy-to-solution in Kilojoule for GCC in (5a) and Cray compiler (5b) for the three versions of Parareal,
averaged across 50 samples, each using all 24 cores of the node. The largest relative standard deviation is 0.07, error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
number of cores in time. Note, however, that memory required per core stays constant if it follows (9).
For the OpenMP variant compiled with GCC, the memory footprint shown in Figure 4a exactly matches the
expected values. The Cray compiler, shown in Figure 4b, leads to a smaller than expected memory footprint, but
memory requirements still increase linearly with the number of time slices. For both compilers, the MPI version
causes a noticeable overhead in terms of memory footprint, most likely because of internal allocation of additional
buffers for sending and receiving [28]. For both OpenMP and MPI, the total memory footprint is larger for the Cray
than for the GCC compiler, but the effect is much more pronounced for the MPI implementation (329 MB versus
261MB) than for the OpenMP variant (200MB versus 193MB).
It is important to note that both implementations allocate three auxiliary buffers per core. The overhead in terms
of memory in MPI does thus not simply stem from allocating an additional buffer for communication, but comes from
within the MPI library. The OpenMP implementation avoids this overhead. Given that memory will be a much more
precious resource on future supercomputers and that the memory requirements of ”across-the-steps” parallel-in-time
methods have raised concerns [29], these savings might be important. Since the memory overhead grows as more and
more cores are used in time, savings from OpenMP will be especially pronounced when Parareal is used with many
time slices on nodes with a large numbers of cores.
4.4. Energy-to-solution
The RUR tool reports the energy-to-solution for every completed job. Because RUR can only measure energy
usage for a full node, results are reported here for runs using the full number of P = 24 cores available on a dora
node. In contrast to runtimes and memory footprint, energy measurements show significant variations between runs
due to random fluctuations: thus, the presented values are averages over ensembles of 50 runs for each version of
Parareal. This number of runs has been sufficient to reduce the relative standard deviation to below 0.09 in both
configurations and therefore gives a robust indication of actual energy requirements.
When using the GCC compiler, the MPI version consumes more energy than OpenMP. The resulting 95% confi-
dence intervals (assuming energy-to-solution is normally distributed), are 844.04±15.89J for MPI and 783.72±11.53J
for OpenMP. Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of these values including the confidence intervals. The average
for OpenMP is well outside the confidence interval for the MPI version, so this is very unlikely just a chance result.
Moreover, because runtimes are almost identical, the differences in energy-to-solution cannot simply be attributed to
differences in time-to-solution. It is also noteworthy that for the GCC compiler OpenMP without pipelining (results
not shown here), even though it is slower than the MPI version, still requires less energy (844.04 ± 15.89J versus
801.14 ± 13.18J). Tracking down the precise reason for the differences in energy-to-solution and power requirement
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will require detailed tracing of power uptake, which is only possible on specially prepared machines [30] and thus left
for future work.
Note that the energy consumption of Parareal has previously been studied [25]. By comparing against a simple
theoretical model, it has been shown that the energy overhead of Parareal (defined as energy-to-solution of Parareal
divided by energy-to-solution of the fine serial integrator), is mostly due to Parareal’s intrinsic suboptimal parallel
efficiency. While improving parallel efficiency of parallel-in-time integration remains the main avenue for improving
energy efficiency, the results here suggest that in some cases a shared memory approach can provide non-trivial
additional savings.
For code generated with the Cray compiler, both OpenMP and MPI lead to almost identical energy requirements:
here, confidence intervals are 784.24 ± 11.93J for MPI and 784.24 ± 12.18J for OpenMP. It seems likely that the
compiler optimises the message passing to take advantage of the shared memory on the single node. Supposedly,
the MPI version handles communication in a way that is similar to what is explicitly coded in the OpenMP version.
However, as shown in Subsection 4.3, this automatic optimisation comes at the expense of a significantly larger
memory footprint.
5. Summary
The paper introduces and analyses an OpenMP implementation of the parallel-in-time method Parareal with
pipelining. Pipelining allows to hide some of the cost of the serial coarse correction step in Parareal and is important
to optimise its efficiency (even though it cannot relax the inherent limit on parallel efficiency given by the inverse of
the number of required iterations). Pipelining comes naturally in a distributed memory MPI implementation, but is
not straightforward when using OpenMP. The new OpenMP implementation is compared to a standard MPI variant
in terms of runtime, memory footprint and energy consumption for both a Cray compiler and the GCC. Both versions
produce essentially identical runtimes. For both compilers, using OpenMP leads to significant reductions in memory
footprint, but the effect is more pronounced for the Cray compiler. In terms of energy-to-solution, the results strongly
depend on the compiler: while for GCC the OpenMP version is more energy efficient than the MPI version, there is
no difference for the Cray compiler.
The results show that contemplating a shared memory strategy to implement “parallel-across-the-steps” methods
like Parareal can be worthwhile. Even though it is more complicated, it can reduce memory requirements. A potential
caveat is whether the benefits carry over to the full space-time parallel case, where a parallel-in-time method is
combined with spatial decomposition. For Parareal without pipelining the potential of such a hybrid space-time
parallel approach has been illustrated [19] but whether applies to the pipelined version introduced here remains to be
seen.
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